
Are you sick and tired of your bashful bladder having ultimate and total control over your life?

Wouldn't it be great if you could just switch it off, just like that?

Well now you can...

Banish Bashful Bladder Syndrome in just 7 days!

X NO dodgy hypnosis tapes
X NO stupidly long ebooks
X NO probing into your past

Just simple, straight-forward instructions on how to unlock your own 
personal route to complete freedom from the prison that is Paruresis, or 

bashful bladder syndrome.

You're about to discover an incredibly powerful yet very simple technique that will put the control 
back into your hands...

...allow you to relax again, no matter where you are...

...and put an end – ONCE AND FOR ALL! – to bashful bladder syndrome.

All it takes is a few minutes a day for just 7 days. And that's it, you 
can say goodbye to your shy bladder for good!

Wouldn't that be awesome!

It's about to happen for you too, just like it happened for me.

What is Paruresis?

Do you...

- Feel nervous or uncomfortable urinating when there are other people around?
- Need a distraction, such as an open faucet or other noise, before you can pee?
- Find yourself becoming panicky towards restroom times?
- Avoid socializing with friends, staying out too long, having more than one or two drinks?
- Seem to organize your whole life around 'suitable' restroom breaks?

Around 7% of the US population – that's about 20 million people – suffer from Paruresis, a 
debilitating condition where sufferers are unable to urinate in the presence, or even potential 
presence, of others.



The consequences of living with this condition range from the occasional difficulty in urinating 
when others are in the restroom to being totally housebound and unable to pee, even in 
one's own home.

Paruresis (also known as 'shy bladder', 'bashful bladder syndrome' and 'pee shyness') is a 
progressive condition, meaning that if it's ignored and not dealt with appropriately, it will get 
worse.

I'd like to introduce you to John.

John's a pretty average guy. 

9 to 5 office job, decent sense of humor, enjoys watching TV and stuff...

For all intents and purposes, John's just like everyone else. Except 
for one massive and life-altering difference...

Picture this...

It's 10.30am in the office. The morning's coffee is all but finished and it's that time when people start 
making their way to the bathroom for some sweet relief.

John starts to sweat and shift in his now uncomfortably warm and padded office chair...

Time ticks painfully towards 11am and he can no longer ignore the tightness of his waistband. He 
has to make a choice, as he does at the same time every work day.

'No. This has got to stop. This time I really am gonna do it, damn it.'

John stands up and – as casually as he possibly can – ambles towards the men's room, praying the 
other guys in the office have been already.

He starts to sweat even more now, the beads on his forehead joining to form droplets that run down 
his cheeks and nose...

His heart rate rises, beating in his chest so loudly that he's positive everyone else can hear it.

He's shaking a little but he makes it to the restroom door and cautiously enters.

'Crap!'

His stomach drops as he realises that one of the stalls is occupied.

John tries to compose himself...

'Ok, I can do this, I can do this...'

He slides into the other stall, closes the door, unzips and waits.

And waits...

'Man, the grout between those tiles is black with dirt...'

He struggles to focus...
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'God, that guy in the next stall must think I'm a nut. I bet he's laughing at me...'

John can't squeeze a single drop, no matter how hard he tries.

'Please go! Come on man, get outta here!' John pleads in his mind.

Suddenly, there's a flush from the next stall, footsteps, running water and the sound of the restroom 
door opening and closing again.

But it's too much for John. He can't go now. His bladder's clammed up and there's nothing he can do.

Again.

John spent several weeks coming up with lame excuses so he could make the 20 minute drive home 
just to use his own bathroom because it was the only place he could urinate.

Eventually, John lost his job.

He became withdrawn, lost touch with his friends, stayed in his apartment more often, suffered from 
terrible depression and despair...

His condition worsened. Even the sound of his neighbors affected him. It got to a stage where he 
couldn't even pee in his own bathroom.

A couple of times, John even resorted to self-catheterizing: 
threading a tube up through the urethra and into the bladder to 

drain urine into a bag – an extremely painful and agonizing thing to 
do.

John was on the edge. He had to do something... and fast.

Even his life was going down the toilet, laughing at him all the way, just like he imagined everyone 
else in the world was laughing at him...

I'm John.

Yup, I'm that guy. That was me just a few short months ago.

My 'shy bladder' landed me in the ER more times than I'd care to recall, often with tears in my eyes 
from the pain of trying to self-catheterize, not realizing the terrible damage I was doing to myself 
through sheer frustration.

Having to swallow what was left of my pride and allow some wet-behind-the-ears intern doctor to 
insert that tube, knowing that he'd probably be doing it all over again in a few days, the next time I 
had no other option left...

It was a horrible existence. One I'll never forget.

And that is precisely why I'm writing this.

If you're reading this, you're probably well aware of most, if not all, of what I just described.



And it's not fun.

It's crippling. You do begin to have some pretty dark thoughts. Believe me, I know.

You'd do anything just to be able to pee into that urinal like every other guy out there. It's like some 
primal male ritual or something, like marking your territory.

I'm here to tell you that you CAN have that. You CAN be normal 
again!

Hell, you can pee against a wall in an alley in broad daylight if you like, although I wouldn't 
recommend it unless you like the sight of the inside of a jail cell!

Seriously though, this is where it stops.

Today is where you can say goodbye to bashful bladder syndrome – FOR GOOD!

I did. And I'm telling you... YOU can do it too!

And ladies, even though Paruresis mostly affects men, if you suffer from this debilitating condition, 
please don't despair...

You too can join your girlfriends as they go en masse to the restroom for a giggle, you really can!

Ok. I'm about to tell you what changed my life and turned me from a nervous wreck into a self-
assured, confident kinda guy again – after YEARS of torture, thanks to bashful bladder syndrome.

And I can guarantee you that after only a few minutes of listening to 
'Stop Paruresis in 7 Days', you'll be amazed at the changes you're 

gonna notice!

Now listen, this is NOT some secretive hypnosis trash. There's NO listening to endless recordings of 
monotone ramblings while you sleep, where you have no clue what's going on or what changes are 
being made without you knowing.

In fact – and this is the part that surprised even me – everything you need to banish bashful 
bladder syndrome for good is already there within you!

It's just a case of being guided and shown how to access exactly what you need to succeed.

Remember, I said NO HYPNOSIS!

A friend of mine handed me this stuff in passing...

He was aware of my problem and knew that if he confronted me about it I'd get defensive and deny it 
to the death. 

I mean come on, how could I tell anyone about such an embarrassing problem? Who could possibly 
understand what I was going through?

So he thrust this little package into my hands and promptly turned and walked away before I could 
even look at what it was.

By that stage I was desperate to try anything – ANYTHING AT ALL – so I gave it a shot



By that stage, I was desperate to try anything – ANYTHING AT ALL – so I gave it a shot.

What the hell, I thought. It's not like I've got much else to lose!

That little package was a couple of CDs and a few pages of notes.

So I stuck one of the CDs into my music player and listened.

Man, thinking back to that simple act of pressing 'play', that was the beginning of the end of my 
suffering...

After just 7 days, I gave it a shot: peeing in a public restroom. And 
boy did it feel good!

It was way more than your average relief, it was like expelling literally years of emotional and 
physical suffering, pent-up anger and self-loathing, low confidence and utter despair...

...all from the simple act of taking a whizz, normal as you like!

I was so utterly gob-smacked by the results that I just had to pass this information on to others like 
myself...

Normal people like you who suffer every day from the frustration of Paruresis deserve to have 
this incredibly powerful information!

After chatting with several experts in NLP (that's Neuro-Linguistic Programming to you and me, 
I'll explain what that is in a sec) and getting the whole package and its technique verified, what 
resulted was an absolute goldmine.

Let me introduce you to 'Stop Paruresis in 7 Days'

It's the ultimate key to unlocking your own personal route to 

success and banishing bashful bladder syndrome forever!

Just a few minutes a day for 7 days is all you need to put an end to the choke-hold that is Paruresis.

Here's a sneak peek at some of the powerful secrets inside 'Stop Paruresis in 7 Days':

Discover how to rewire your way of thinking: you will actually WANT to pee, even in the 
most crowded of restrooms!

-

Childhood memories and bad experiences: why digging around in them is NOT the way 
forward and how it can actually have a negative effect on your progress

-

A new perspective: one of the most important and powerful keys to overcoming your 
restroom fears

-

Inner dialogue: learn how even your thoughts can mean the difference between success and 
failure. Discover how you can flick the switch for positive inner dialogue!

-

The 4 keys to success: get these down-pat and you're guaranteed to succeed!-
People work perfectly: learn how your shy bladder issue has become so deeply ingrained 
and how to easily 'uninstall' this particular piece of programming!

-

Listen: find out how the simple act of listening to yourself can be your strongest tool for 
success!

-

Tap into how your mind works: this bit's really cool... you'll discover how to understand 
what your subconscious mind is trying to tell you about why you suffer from your shy bladder 
issues, a hugely important part of banishing them for good!

-

Reassign your triggers: turn those negative triggers into positive ones, so you actually look 
f d t t ti !

-



So how does it work?

What makes this program so effective is something called NLP, or Neuro-Linguistic Programming.

It sounds complicated but it's not... 

NLP in a nutshell

Neuro-Linguistic Programming is a method of changing patterns of 
behaviour through effective communication.

forward to restroom time!
Ultimate, instant control: switch off those feelings of nervousness, dread, unease and panic 
in an instant. It's easier – and even more instant - than clicking your fingers!

-

Hate your shy bladder problems? Good. Strong emotions focused in the right way are one 
of your biggest keys to achieving your goal. Learn how to do exactly that!

-

Imagination: how using it could be your greatest ally in beating Paruresis!-
Swish! Swap the current 'you' with the 'you' that you desire to be and it'll happen... find out 
how!

-

Framing your work: learn how 'framing' certain situations can actually give a whole new 
meaning to that one experience or situation that triggered your Paruresis, untying the knot for 
good!

-

Fast Phobia Cure: beat even the most intense fear of urinating in public situations!-
Choose your own imprinting: another really cool bit... discover how to choose the patterns 
that your mind follows!

-

Easy, even beyond the 7 days: most programs fail because they don't give any help on how 
to move forward, day by day, when the program is finished. This one does, but you probably 
won't need it!

-

'Neuro' refers to the mind and 'linguistic' refers to language, so NLP is 
basically changing the way the mind thinks, simply by using the right 
'language'.

The method was developed by Dr Richard Bandler and Dr John Grinder in 
the 1970s and has since been refined into a hugely effective technique 
for enabling positive change.

In the words of Bandler and Grinder, NLP is all about 'finding ways to help 
people have better, fuller and richer lives'.

NLP is basically changing the way your mind takes in certain 
experiences and learns from certain situations, simply by 
communicating effectively with your subconsciousness.

And it's so unbelievably easy, anyone can do it!

Can you picture an orange in your mind?

The way the light hits it, the little pits on its surface, the vibrant color?

Can you smell the sharp summery aroma?

If you can picture an orange in your mind, you can put an end to Paruresis... permanently!

Believe me, it really is that easy! I know, I did it. And it's time for you to do the same.



Remember, all it takes is just a few minutes a day for 7 days.

Are you ready to put an end to your suffering?

Ready to start socializing again?

Ready to put all that dread, despair and fear behind you and start living life again?

Ok so what price would you put on freedom from Paruresis?

Let me tell you, the information in this program is, without a doubt, absolutely priceless.

When I spoke to NLP experts about the program and what I planned 
to do with it, I asked them to suggest a price that I could sell it for.

Of course, the responses I got almost made me laugh...

You see, they based their estimates on their own work and some of these guys charge hundreds of 
dollars PER HOUR for their expertise.

So they were giving me figures of $300... $400... $500... one guy even suggested I charge $900 for 
this program! Can you believe that?

I'm sorry but I don't believe in making people pay through the teeth for a solution to a 
problem they never asked for in the first place.

I played around with some numbers for a while and finally settled on $77.

But after sleeping on it I've decided to drop that even lower...

So, for a limited time you can get complete and utter release – permanently – from the vice-like grip 
of bashful bladder syndrome for the incredibly low price of just $37.

Imagine...

Being able to go out with your friends for as long as you like without keeping tabs on how many drinks 
you've had, where your 'safe' restrooms are, how long you've been out...

Not having to come up with lame excuses just so you can make it to the safety of your own bathroom 
just so you can go.

Breaking free, once and for all!

It's all waiting for you, right here.

The choice is yours: continue the way you are down the same old 
path of nervous torture, letting your shy bladder control your every 

move...

... or make this the day you say 'enough is enough'!

Join me in taking back control of your life, starting right now.



Here's to our success!

John

PS – Please don't let yourself get to the stage I was at, where you're attempting, or even considering 
attempting, self-catheterizing. Seriously, you can permanently damage yourself, DON'T GO THERE! 
Your health is far too important.

PPS – I'm not a guru. I'm just an average Joe (well, John) who stumbled across a pretty cool program 
that actually worked for me. There's no reason it can't work for you too. But I do understand if you 
still have doubts. All I ask is that you at least bookmark this page before you leave. You never know 
how bad your next bathroom break will be. 

Horrible living on the edge, constantly uncertain and nervous, isn't it? 

Put an end to it once and for all, starting right now! You can do it!


